Journal Article, Three to Five Authors


*In body of paper:* on first mention (Cameron, Keil, Rajacich, & Dunham, 1996); with a quotation: (Cameron, Keil, Rajacich, & Dunham, 1996, p. xx). For subsequent mentions, use (Cameron et al., 1996) or (Cameron et al., 1996, p. xx), unless there is more than one article published in 1996 by a group of authors headed by Cameron. If this happens (albeit rarely in student papers), then you need to list as many authors as is necessary to distinguish between the two citations; this number may be two, followed by “et al.,” or it may be the whole list.

*Points to notice:* use of period in “et al.”; full name of journal used; note the lack of capitals in the French-language name, which is the way it is used as a proper name by this particular journal.

Journal Article, More Than Six Authors


*In body of paper:* even on first mention (Cilistka et al., 1996); with a quotation: (Cilistka et al., 1996, p. xx), unless there are two or more citations for the same year with Cilistka as the first author. If there are (rare), then list as many authors as necessary, followed by “et al.,” to distinguish between the two full citations.

*Points to notice:* in the reference list, you list the first six authors followed by “et al.”; this article had eight authors (including Underwood, J., & Southwell, D.), and in a student paper you (source) could have decided to list them all in the reference list unless your instructor (audience) wished you to follow the style used for APA journals; within the body of the paper, you use the short form with “et al.,” even on the first mention.